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NEW QUESTION 1 

Universal Containers has built an integration using the SOAP API to load records from a back-office 

system into Salesforce. The records created in the back-office system must be loaded into Salesforce in 

almost real time, so a custom module was written to identify CRUD events in the back-office system and 

perform sync with Salesforce. UC has several other systems that integrate with Salesforce through the 

SOAP API using separate integration users. 

What is a risk involved with this sort of integration? 

A. Too many concurrent sessions 

B. Reaching an API call limit. 

C. Reaching a logins per Day limit. 

D. Too many record-lock errors 

Answer: B 

NEW QUESTION 2 

Which mechanism should an Integration Architect recommend to make a secure, authenticated 

connection to a remote system that results in the remote system trusting Salesforce? 

A. Encrypt the Payload with a shared key. 

B. Use a pre-shared key in a query parameter. 

C. Implement two way (or mutual) SSL certificates. 

D. Utilize CA - signed certificates on the hos 

Answer: D 

NEW QUESTION 3 

Universal Containers has a customer setup process that relies on external database to send customers 

welcome & registration emails. When a customer contacts Universal containers via phone they need to 

receive the welcome email shortly following the conversation with the UC representative. Universal 

containers representatives work exclusively in Salesforce and any new customer contacts are created in 

Salesforce by the representative. The external database exposes a SOAP API for integration with other 

applications. 

What Salesforce technology best fulfills this requirement? 

A. Write a nightly batch synchronization to send customer information to the external database. 
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B. Write an outbound message to send customer Information to an ESB. 

C. Write an outbound message to send customer Information to the external database. 

D. Write a trigger with an @future method to send customer Information to the external database 

Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 4 

Universal Containers wishes to move data between 3 back office systems: ERP, financial and a legacy 

home-grown shipping system that will be replaced 3 months after integration is scheduled to be 

complete. 

What integration pattern should an architect recommend to ensure minimal throwaway code? 

A. point-to-point 

B. Web Mashup 

C. MiddleWare 

D. Apex batch Processing 

 

Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 5 

What should an integration Architect consider when building a visulaforce page that makes clientside 

callouts to multiple domains that may violate the browser's same-origin policy? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Setup CORS to whitelist all domains that the client scripts communicate with. 

B. utilize the canvas SDK to perform the callouts. 

C. Ensure each javascript resource communicates only with its origin. 

D. Set up Remote site settings for all domains that the client scripts communicate wit 

Answer: AD 

NEW QUESTION 6 

What are two considerations to make when performing SOAP callouts from within Apex? Choose 2 

answers 
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A. SOAP callouts consume API limits. 

B. WSDL2Apex supports RPC-style SOAP callouts. 

C. WSDL2Apex can be used to generate stub code. 

D. SOAP callouts cannot occur after any DML statement 

Answer: CD 

NEW QUESTION 7 

What are two reasons an existing custom field cannot be marked as External ID? Choose 2 answers 

 

A. Maximum number of External IDs allowed on an object has been reached, 

B. Maximum number of fields of an object has been reached. 

C. Maximum number of skinny tables has been reached. 

D. Maximum number of indexes allowed on an object has been reache 

Answer: AD 

NEW QUESTION 8 

What Salesforce technology should an Integration Architect consider when needing to securely expose 

an external system User Interface from within the Salesforce UI and provide that system with 

information about the user? 

A. Visual force 

B. Custom Web Tab 

C. Canvas 

D. Lightning Component 

Answer: C 

 

NEW QUESTION 9 

What are two benefits of canvas that an Integration Architect should consider when exposing external 

systems from within Salesforce? Choose 2 Answers 
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A. Canvas can provide authorization information via the signed Request. 

B. The canvas SDK can be used to make an external systems UI look like Salesforce. 

C. Canvas can send data to an external system asynchronously. 

D. Canvas endpoint URLs can be dynamically changed via a Lifecycle Handle 

Answer: AD 

NEW QUESTION 10 

Universal Containers is building a mobile application that connects to Salesforce for reading and 

updating data What is the appropriate authentication solution? 

A. Create a mobile Integration user ID whose credentials are stored within the mobile application 

code. 

B. Prompt for the mobile user's username and Password; utilize the oAuth Username-Password 

flow to obtain an oAuth token. 

C. Redirect to Salesforce via the User-agent oAuth flow to obtain an access token and refresh 

token. 

D. Prompt for the mobile user's username and password; utilize the Enterprise WSDL login() 

operation to obtain a session ID. 

Answer: C 
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